"There are known knowns; there are things we know that we know. There are known unknowns; that is to say, there are things that we now know we don't know. But there are also unknown unknowns; there are things we do not know we don't know."
United States Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld 12th February 2002
Salutations to all. Our final issue of this year is packed with lots of good stuff.
In the world of the thyroid gland, recent guidelines from the American Thyroid Association have updated advice on the role of ultrasonography in the assessment of nodules;
Jeremy Hoang from the Central Coast in NSW gives us an overview. Wes Cormick from Canberra has had a close association with the Australian Sports Institute and his first hand experience on the role of ultrasound in musculoskeletal medicine surpasses most others. His perspective on enthesopathy therefore is not only timely, but helps shed light on a developing concept. Lee and Nasser from the Gold Coast share an interesting case report on rhesus alloimmunisation and the role of Doppler; I guess it's an old problem with a new application. Our sidelobe contributors have scoured the literature and provided a synopsis of some relevant literature to contemplate.
Finally, the gold medal for this issue goes to Martin Necas from Hamilton in New Zealand with two articles: one in the "sound reflections" section describing how he assesses chronic venous insufficiency and the other on our comprehension of the "thermal index"; perhaps another example of the "unknown unknown?" Both well worth reading. On behalf of the editorial board and staff, I would like to extend my best wishes to you for the Christmas season and new year, 2011.
